This paper presents a suggestions of improving educational process, at the study of "information and communication technologies" teaching programs, which specifically deal with the scientific field of audio and video technology. Program package Blender was presented, which in its palette of tools offers the possibility for simulation of the middle class video system. Blender provides high-quality interactive content, and also the ability to support the formation of virtual classrooms and laboratories and the ability to efficiently evaluate the impact of teaching and assessment of students during the teaching process. Described software supports and provides a continuous and interactive process of theoretical teaching. The above mentioned performance of Blender software allow successful implementation of learning at a distance in the field of audio and video technology, as an additional service in the teaching process.
INTRODUCTION
New technological changes and new demands in the labor market have a ect the educational process. is inuence is re ected in the type and quality of knowledge [1] .
As part of improving the quality of higher education systems includes e-learning [2] . e advantages of elearning over traditional studies at University is in reducing the spatial and temporal constraints, then the cost of housing and transportation, as opposed to increasing the capacity and number of audience [3] .
e convenience of e-learning is the conciseness of the selected materials and standardized procedures for using relevant materials, also using audio and video multimedia content.
At the same time permanent contact with information and communication technology environment contributes to the development of creative skills and speci c practical skills needed for future career development [4] .
However, this system had serious gaps, such as lack of teamwork, lack of practice, lack of active communication with students, as well as many others.
is work has provided concrete solutions on which way it can be partially eliminated the lack of practical work in the eld of audio and video technology [5] .
Functioning of audio and video systems are di cult to explain without the real practice. e practice must demonstrate the whole system audio and video system from source to distribution. So ware solutions in this area are rare, most of them do not have an open source, free license and very expensive [6] , [7] .
Blender is a free and open source so ware for 3D animation and simulation. Blender is cross-platform based on OpenGL and runs equally well on Windows, Linux and Macintosh computers [8] .
Blender works under the GNU General Public License (GPU), and this license involves: ◆ Free using Blender, for any purpose, ◆ Free distribution of Blender so ware, ◆ Changing of Blender so ware, ◆ Distribute changed version of Blender so ware.
As an example in this paper was used 2.69 version of the so ware, which is available on the website http://www. blender.org.
BLENDER -OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
Before starting work in Blender so ware package, it is necessary to set operating environment for working with audio and video parameters. Setting the operating environment was very simple and is performed in several steps. e rst step is switching from the environment for 3D animation to simulation system environment. e new environment can be found in the drop-down menu of Info panel called Node Editor (shown in Figure 1) .
A er selecting the Node Editor environment it is necessary to choose a Full Screen option. Right-click on the top tab at the programming environment (Header), and select a new option Maximize Area (shown in Figure 2 ).
In the third step it's performed the setting within the Node editor environments and preparing for the operation. By marking options number 3 and number 4 it includes the graphical simulator audio and video systems.
By including the last option within number 5 in Figure  3 , drop-down menu opens which contains all the elements of audio and video system is divided into related areas. 
BLENDER SOFTWARE OPTIONS IN THE NODE EDITOR OPTION
A er full adjustment of Blender simulation so ware of audio and video systems, all elements of the system are given in the drop-down menu and divided into areas as shown in Figure 4 .
Complete groups can be divided into three groups: Input, Output, and group operations of processing audio and video signals. 
EXAMPLES
A wide spectrum of tools at the Blender program gives a numerous sets of possible simulation of audio and video system. is paper work represent several possible audio and videos system realization.
Any system consists three parts: input, processing and output of the system. In the case of audio and video systems simulation in Blender so ware package input can be de ned as: image, texture or video clip.
Practically speaking, it can be an output from the camera or video camera. On the other hand, the output of the whole system may be signal which we give to the distribution network for broadcasting.
In the example shown in Figure 5 it has been provided an analysis of the RGB image le format.
Once loaded image, it is split into RGB signals by Convertor tools (b), a er that each signal it's adjusted with Li , Gamma and Gain correction tools using the Color Balance (c). A er the correction tools image again merged into one RGB signal (d) and ltered by Unsharp lter (s). At the end of this system by using the Output Viewer (f) and marking options Backdrop (h) is displayed on the screen. Also gained image result can be saved by using the File Output tools (g) from group output. Figure 5 . An example of realization of the system using the Blender software On the other hand, this system like this can be compared with another created system. It is important to note that it can work with the same source. Figure 6 gives an insight into the analysis of the two presented systems; on the le side of the background is an image that is obtained by the treatment system 2, while on the right side of the background is an image obtained by the treatment system 1.
e rst system has been described and is shown in Figure 5 . In another system of the rst input signal has modi ed by RGB function curves (a), than, over the signal applied to the Gaussian Blur lter function (b). Over this signal is de ned by the value of the Color Saturation HUE (c).
Output of the rst and second system is connected to Split Viewer (d), which simulate multi view screen in the audio and video system.
CONCLUSION
Program tutorial and example should provide in organizing trainings that can be used to simulate the audio and video systems. Wide set of tools for processing also provides a large number of possible system for simulation, which is the positive side, because of that it can be used with a large number of students. e so ware is free and has an open license to use. In this way, anyone who is able and wants can upgrade program and adapt it to its needs. Even the license permits to take and distribute modi ed versions of the so ware. Another positive aspect of Blender so ware is that the present circumstances do not require a lot of hardware and so ware resources, and it is available on all operating systems.
Projects worked in package Blender so ware for the simulation of audio and video systems do not exceed 1 MB, hence they are very handy for sending over the Internet.
At the end, control of the received projects can be prepared on the basis of Properties option, which gives insight into the date and time of creation and modi cation of the project, as well as data on which computer where the le is created.
